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1 Introduction 

We estimate the CDF sensitivity to measure the B~B: oscillation frequency with 

combination of results from different decay modes. The purpose of this study is to 

evaluate the expected tim, reach using the Run I data samples. 

In the Standard !viodel B~B; oscillation, where q indicates d or s, is a direct 

consequence of second-order weak transitions between quarks through box diagrams 

(see Fig.1). The mass difference of two B meson eigenstates, tim,, determines the 

frequency of oscillation. The mass difference depends on the complex elements of the 

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, on the top mass, and on the poorly 

known strong interaction parameters. Theoretical uncertainties in the determination 

of the CKM matrix elements are much reduced by considering the ratio: 

tim, (mB,1)2cDBB.f~.) 1Vtsl2 

timd = (mB.'72bBB.f~.) 1Vtdl2 ' 
(1) 

where illBq are the meson masses; BBq are the B meson bag parameters; !Bq are Weak 

B meson decay constants and 'lg'bD are QCD corrections of order unity. Thus, the 

measurement of both timd and tim, leads to determination of the ratio between the 

CKM matrix elements and will serve as a sensitive test of the Standard Model. 

The time-dependent B;lB:l mixing was well measured at CDF by using low-p, 

electron-muon [1] or dimuon [2] events collected in Run I. l>md was also extracted 

from the inclusive lepton data samples [3, 4]. The CDF average on the value of l>md 

is [5]: 

l>md = (0.461 ± 0.039) ps-1 . (2) 

More complicated is the situation with tim, measurement and no significant B~ 

oscillations have been seen so far. The lower limit of tim, > 5.8 ps-1 was obtained 

I recently at CDF from the detailed study of q}-lepton correlations in semileptonic B~ 
' decays collected with the use of Run I dilepton triggers [6]. Also, the upper limit 
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D..ms < 94 ps-1 was obtained from the study of D;;l+ correlations in the decay 

B;--+ D,lvX, where various D, decay modes are considered [7, 8]. 

For the 8ms reach improvement we propose to combine the results expected 

from the dillerent B; decay modes in the Run I data. Various channels, already 

investigated by the CD F collaboration or not yet, are considered for the mixing 

analysis. 

2 Method 

For estimations we used the Amplitude fit approach [9], which allows an easy combi-

nation of mixing results originating from various analyses and experiments. In this 

method the B~ osillation amplitude A is measured at each fixed value of /',.m., with 

the use of a maximum likelihood fit based on the functions: 

e-rt 
r-

2
-(1 ± Acos(!',.m,t)), (3) 

where the minus sign at the amplitude corresponds to the probability of observ

ing mixed events, while the plus sign describes unmixed events. To a very good 

approximation, the statistical uncertainty on A is Gaussian and equals to [10]: 

1 
!N - , 

y z f,(1- 21/)D(/',.m, u,, up) 
(4) 

where N and J, are the number of candidates and the fraction of the signal in 

the selected sample, 'f/ is the mistag probability and D(/',.m, u,, uP) is the damping 

factor due to the lifetime resolution. For the lifetime resolution we use the following 

parametrization: 

u(cr) = .,ju? + (tuv)', (5) 

where al is the decay length resolution and crP the error in B~ momentum recon-

struction. The damping factor can be written as: 

cr2!J.m2 
D(/',.m,u,,uP) = exp(-¥)r(up,/',.m,). 
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(6) 

The first term in this expression is due to the error in the decay length reconstruction 

aucl the second t.<>rm comes from the boost resolution. According to the calculations 

in Rd.[9]: 

r(up, /',.m,) "" Jii'Ye:rp(Y2 )ERFC(Y), (7) 

with Y = +,--+- and ERFC(Y) = ~ f c'' dt. It is dear that 1/, u1 and Up are 
"~up...,.m,. \171" }' 

critkal parameters for the mixing analysis. 

Since the expected shape of the an1plitude A(/',.m,) has a normalized Breit

\Vigner form, one expects A=l at D..ms = /J.m;T""U.e and A=O if D..ms is far from its 

true ·value. The procedure of !J.ms search becomes a measurement of the A(/J.ms-) 

amplitude and its Gaussian error CTA(!J.ms) at each D..ms. A value of D..rns can be 

excluded at. t.he 95% confidence level (C.L.) if (A+l.645!7A) :0:1. The lower limit 

on /',.m, is defined as the highest vaiue below which all vaiues of /',.m, are excluded. 

If /',.m;~ is very large (i.e. A=O), all values of /',.m, such that 1.645uA(/',.m,) <1 

are expected to be excluded at 95% C.L. Because of the proper time resolution, the 

quantit:Y· cr A (8rns) is an increasing flmction of D..ms- and therefore one can e..xdude 

D..m.:f values up to .6:m:ens-, where Llm:ens, called the sensitivity of the analysis1 is 

defined by 1.645uA (/',.m:=J=l. 

Different measurements of A performed at a given value of D..rns can be easily 

averaged. For n independent measurements the average amplitude is [9]: 

- A, Az A,. - z 
A= (u(A)j + u(Ag + ... + u(A)~)u(A) ' 

with the total uncertainty: 

u(A) = (u(A)!' + u(A)2' + ... + u(A);;')-rlz. 
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3 Estimation of the sensitivity to 6.m8 

For our estimation we considered various B~ decay modes, already investigated at 

CDF or not yet, in the dilepton and inclusive lepton trigger samples. 

3.1 Combination of already investigated channels 

The starting point for our estimations is the already performed search for B~ B~ 

oscillations in the semileptonic B~ -+ ¢X lv decay with the use of dilept.on events 

[6]. As candidate for use in a mixing study we also considered the Run I ll: lifetime 

measurement from n;z- correlations in the inclusive lepton trigger sample [7]. In 

this analysis n; mesons are reconstructed through the decay modes: 

n+--+ cjnr+, 
' 

(10) 

n; -+ K*D K+, (11) 

n;--+ K~K+. (12) 

Later these investigations were updated in the low mass dilepton sample for the 

B;-+ D:; f1+vx decay [8], where 

D:; -+ ¢f1-V. (13) 

Since events from (13) are not included in the study of ¢-lepton correlations in Ref.[6], 

thls channel will also contribute to the combined t:.m, reach. 

The parameters of these channels used for our estimations, the number of events 

in the B~ sample N, the purity of the B~ sample /, the mistag probability 7J, the 

resolutions CJz and CJp, are presented in Table 1. The mistag probability 'rJ = 0.4 

is expected in the inclusive lepton sample by applying a Same Side Tagging (SST) 

technique. This assumption is based on the results of Ref. [3], where the tagging 
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dilution of D=0.18 (D = 1- 2ry) was obtained for the Bo mesons with the use of an 

SST method. 

The results of our estimations for the above-considered channels and the combined 

result are shown in Fig.2. The smooth curve in this fig1l!"e shows the 95% confidence 

level contour around the expectation for no oscillations, and the A=1 line is the 

peak position for oscillations at each value of t:.m,. 

As a test of our estimation method, we used the semileptonic B~ -+ ¢Xlv decay 

rha1mel in the dilepton sample. Our estimation gives the t:.m, search sensitivity of 

5.1 ps-1 at 95% confidence level (see Fig.2, a). This result is in reasonable agreement 

with the lower limit t:.m, > 5.8 ps-1 obtained in Ref.[6]. 

Combination of results from different channels gives the sensitivity to the mixing 

parameter t:.m, up to 5.6 ps-1 (Fig.2, f). 

3.2 Consideration of additional channels in inclusive lepton 

sample 

Trying to find the possibility for further t:.m, improvement we considered additional 

decay channels contributing to the combined mixing analysis. For the inclusive lepton 

sample these additional channels are the D"t decay modes 

n;-+ ifnr+-;r+rc-, (14) 

n;-+ K+7i+1f-, (15) 

n; -+ fv(980)1T+ (16) 

The advantage of these channels is the similarity to the decay modes already inves

tigated in references [7, 8]. 

Assuming the same reconstruction efficiency for decay channels (14) and (10) in 
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the inclusive lepton sample we estimated the expected event yield for channel (14): 

Br(D; -+ qnr+1r+1r-) 
NDJ-+<Jnr+r+'lr- = NDt-+<Jnr+ Br(Dd -4 4nr+) (17) 

Using the branching ratios from the Review of Particle Physics [11] and the measured 

number of events NDt~q,.+= 395 from the Ref.[7] we obtained NDt~q,.+,+,~= 198. 

The expected event yield for channels (15) and (16) are obtained in the similar way. 

The purity of the B~ sample, the mistag probability, the resolutions u1 and <Tp are 

the same as in Ref.[7] (see Table 1). 

Averaging all channels considered in the inclusive lepton sample leads to the 

t.m;==4.2 ps-1 (see Fig.3). 

For the furiher !'.m, reach improvement we also considered full inclusive lepton 

sample from Re£.[4]. However the obtained sensitivity (see details in Appendix A) is 

less than what is achieved above from the combination of decay channels (10)~(12) 

and (14)~(16) in the inclusive lepton sample euriched with B, mesons [7]. 

Channel Data sample N f, 1) ITz ~m] lTp Ref. 

B~-+ c/>Xlv high mass dilepton 3132 0.21 0.25 60 0.14 [6] 

n;-+ q,"+ inclusive lepton 395 0.64 0.40 70 0.12 [7] 

Dd --l- fco K+ inclusive lepton 277 0.65 0.40 70 0.12 [7] 

high mass dilepton 128 0.61 0.25 60 0.14 -

Dd-+K:K+ inclusive lepton 59 0.69 0.40 70 0.12 [7] 

high mass dilepton 30 0.61 0.25 60 0.14 -

D;-+ <f>lrv low mass dilepton 610 0.34 0.40 70 0.12 [8] 

Dt-+ K+1!"+1r- inclusive lepton 110 0.65 0.40 70 0.12 -

high mass dilepton 51 0.61 0.25 60 0.14 -

n: -+ !o(980)7r+ inclusive lepton 132 0.64 0.40 70 0.12 -

high mass dilepton 61 0.61 0.25 60 0.14 -

n: --+ cjnr+7r+7r- inclusive lepton 198 0.64 0.40 70 0.12 -

Table 1: Parameters of decay channels considered for the estimations of the D.ms 

search sensitivity. 
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3.3 Consideration of additional channels in high mass dilep

ton sample 

Sinn~ r.ht• yield of D) events is gTeatly reduced by the effective tagging efficiency, 

looking for its correlation in clilepton data might be usefuL The second lepton in 

these t~vcnr.s will serve as a flavor tag at production of B~ mesons providing lower 

mistag probability. Applying the bra11ching ratio from [11]: 

Br(D;' -+ ¢1r±) _ O 
7 

Br(D;o--> ¢X) - .
1 (18) 

and using reference [6] we evaluated the yield of q,, events in the high znRSs c.lilepton 

sample. E::....-ploitiug t.his knowledge we estimated the expected yield of events from 

decay channels (ll), (12), (15) and (16) in this sampie of data. The parameters for 

t.hese channels used for our estimations are listed in Table 1. The combined resulr. for 

all cha.uuels considered in the high mass dilepton trigger sample is shown in Fig.4. 

The sensitivity up to 5.5 ps- 1 is obtained at 95% C.L. 

3.4 Combined results 

Averaging rest:lt.s from all decay cha:ancls ronsidered in t.he inclusive lepton and 

high or low mass dileptou san1ples we have estimated the l11n:1 search sensitivity M 

5.7 ps- 1 at 95% C.L (see Fig.5). \Ve can improve this result by considering different. 

ways of flavor t.aggbg in the inclusive lepton sample. Application of the Jet chargr 

and Soft lepton t.ag;~ng methods with lower mistag probability of about 77=0.3 [41 

leads t.o the llm:""'=6.5 ps- 1 e.t. 95% C.L. (see Fig.6). 

4 Conclusion 

The ~ensitivity to t.hP .6.m3 mixing parameter has been estimated with the combi

nation of the results from v-arious B~ deca.y channels in CDF Run I. We considered 
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various channels, already investigated by the CDF collaboration or not yet, in the 

dilepton and single lepton trigger samples. The combination of the results e>:pected 

from all B~ decay channels discussed leads to the Llm:"==6.5 ps-I at 95% C.L. The 

comparison of the /:;.m, search sensitivity in CDF Run I with the LEP results [5] are 

listed in Table 2. 

Ezyeriment Lower limit Sensitivity Ref 
ps-1 ps-1 

ALEPH combined 10.4 11.7 f;j DELPHI combined 8.4 8.1 
OPAL 6.7 4.8 [5] 

CDF Run I, combined - 6.5 this note 

Table 2: Lower limits for Llm, and sensitivities of various B, mixing analyses at 95% 

C.L. 
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Appendix A 

We have estimated the CDF sensitivity to Llm, for the full inclusive lepton data 

sample selected as described in ref.[4]. This sample is not opthnized for measuring 

B, oscillations and the fraction of B, mesons is less than 11%. Most of the selected 

events (90%) are tagged with the use of the Jet Charge (JC) tagging method with 

rather high mistag probability. 

We were surprised with low decay length resolution of about a1=1.1 =obtained 

from the L~Y=s- Lt;;ue distributions in Ref.[4]. For our estimations we have used more 

optimistic value a1 = 150 f.L1n (the FWHM/2.36 from the above mentioned distri

butions in Ref.[4]). Error in the B, momentum reconstruction a.=0.18 is derived 

from the K-factor distribution. This value is bigger than 0.12 which we have used 

for the decay channels considered in the inclusive lepton sample (see Table 1). The 

parameters of the full inclusive lepton sample from Ref. [4] used for the sensitivity 

estimations are presented in Table 3. 

The result of our estimation is shown in Fig.7. The Llm, search sensitivity up to 

2.6 ps-I is obtained. 

Trigger Tagging method N f, T} <1! [pm] <1p 

e SLT 4482 0.11 0.27 150 0.18 
e JC 39692 0.11 0.43 150 0.18 
f.L SLT 4110 0.11 0.28 150 0.18 
f.L JC 40437 0.11 0.42 150 0.18 

Table 3: Parameters used for the estimation of the sensitivity to Llm, in the inclusive 

lepton sample from Ref. [4]. 
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Figure 2: Est.iumtion of the seusitivity t.o the Llm5 : a.) from the st.udy of ¢-I corrt'

httions in the B~ -+ rjJlvX decay in the high mass dilept.on sample [6], b) from t.he 

D: ~ ¢nr.,. chaunei in the B: _,. D;-z-vX decay iu the inclusive lepton sample {7], 
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Ee)leCKII <1>. 11 Jlp. 
OueHKa 'I)'BCTBHTeJI&HOCTH K H3MepeHHIO D.m1 

B aKcnep!!MeHTe CDF Run I 
c yqeToM p3.3HLIX KaHaJIOB pacna.na B~ -Me30HOB 

E1-99-180 

ITpellCT3.BneHa oueHKa qyscrsHTenLHOciH K H3MepeHHIO rrapaMe-rpa cMenmsa
HIIJ! t:.m, B aKcnepHMeHTe CDF Run I. B pe3yJJLTaTe paccMorpeHIIJ! pa3Hb!X KaHa
nos pacnana B~ -Me30HOB onpe.neneHo, qTo 'Iy:BCTBHTeJl&HOCTh cOCTaBJUieT He Me- ' 
Hee 6,5 IIC-

1 
Ha 95 %-OM )'pOBHe ,UOCTOBepHOCTH. 

Pa6oTa B&mOJIHeHa a Jla6opaTop1n1 AAepHbiX npo6neM OM.Sill. 

Coo6weHHe 06ne.!IHHeHHOro HHCTII-ryTa 5Ul,epHhiX HCCJle.!I,OBaHHiL lly6Ha. I 999 

Bedeschi F. et al. 
Estimation of the Sensitivity to t:.m, from Combination 
of Various B~ Decay Channels in CDF Run I 

E1-99-180 

Estimations of t:.m, reach expected in CDF Run I are presented. The combi
nation of different B~ decay modes has been used to estimate the CDF sensitivity 
to t:.m, up to 6.5 ps-• at 95 % confidence level. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, 
JINR. 
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